
2 Microphonic Imagination 

The mysterious sounds that Thomas Watson heard belonged to a larger 
dass of sounds, real and imagined, opened up by the actual telephone and 
the idea of the telephone. The phonograph was good at storing and repeat
ing the realm of already existing sounds, but the telephone specialized in 
new unheard-of sounds. The atmospheric energies and earth currents influ
encing telegraph lines had been registered by the perturbations of needles, 
in the dicking of the telegraph key, and by the occasional sparking of the 
equipment in telegraph offices under the influence of powerful magnetic 
storms. Once a telephone receiver was put into circuit with the line, a new, 
raucous, and subtle array of sounds could be heard. 

The telephone technology of the microphone opened a !arger universe of 
small sounds. The microphone was not, as we think of it today, an autono
mous piece of technology, a discrete component at the end of a cord that 

plugs into audiophonic systems. lt was an integral piece of telephone tech
nology, one that amplified real and imaginary, natural and unnatural worlds 
of small sounds, much as the microscope had revealed and conjured up tiny 
parallel universes existing below the threshold of vision. 

The small sounds of microphonia eventually fed into the arts, forming 
the krill in the baleen of musical and artistic experimentalism from John 

Cage to the sonocytological and nano arts. Some of the most miniscule 
small sounds can be heard played back through the stylus of atomic force 
microscopy, but people in 1878 were already listening dosely for molecules 

and atoms: "Mr. Chandler Roberts, F.R.S., has made an interesting applica
tion of the microphone to the phenomenon of the diffusion of gases. By its 

means he is enabled to hear the patterning of the atom shower of gases dif
fusing through a porous spectrum. The noise is said, without exaggeration, 
to resemble the rush of a tropical rain-squall through a forest. lt must be 
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very gratifying to Professor Tyndall to know that he may yet listen to the 

dash of atoms and the melee of molecules." 1 

The analogy of the microphone as microscope had been made as early as 
the seventeenth century: "As microscopes or magnifying glasses, help the 
eye to see near objects, that by reason of their smallness were Invisible 

before; which objects they magnify to strange greatness: so microphones 
and microacoustics, that is, magnifying ear instruments may be contrived 

after that manner, that they shall render the most minute sound in nature 

distinctly audible, by magnifying it to uncommon loudness."2 

Modem microphony, however, began with the unprecedented sensitivity 
of the telephone, as John Joseph Fahie stated: "The introduction of the tele

phone in 1876 placed in the hands of the electrician an instrument of mar
velous delicacy, compared with which the most sensitive apparatus hitherto 
employed was as the eye to the eye aided by the microscope."3 The tele
graph was a blunt instrument compared to the sensitivity of the telephone, 
which could detect currents "a thousand million times less than the cur
rents used in ordinary telegraphic work," as James Clerk Maxwell himself 
pointed out in his 1878 Rede Lecture on the topic of the telephone.4 

The galvanometers that electricians had used for minute registrations of 
electrical currents could not compare with the subtlety of the telephone. 

Galvanometers going back to Luigi Galvani had relied on a frog's leg that, 
in turn, produced an audible dick in the telephone in 1878 when electrodes 

were attached to its gastrocnemius musde.5 However, physiology was fail

ing electrical research: the French physician and electrophysiologist 
Jacques-Arsene d' Arsondal listening in the "silence of the night" deter

mined that the telephone was "at least a hundred times more sensitive" 
than any animal nerve.6 

In early discussions of the microphone, the electrical dicking of convuls
ing frog legs was accompanied by the cadence of a fly's footsteps. The sound 
can be tracked back to the 1878 paper in which D. E. Hughes discussed his 
use of Alexander Graham Bell's new telephone to investigate "the effect of 
sonorous vibrations upon the electrical behavior of matter."7 Hughes's 

experiments led to a device with an ability to "magnify weak sounds" that 
would do "what the microscope does with matter too small for human 
vision"; he called the device a microphone, a gateway for small sounds.8 

"The movement of the softest camel hairbrush on any part of the board is 
distinctly audible ... . If a pin, for instance, be laid upon or taken off a table, 
a distinct sound is emitted, or, if a fly be confined under a table-glass, we can 
hear the fly walking, with a peculiar tramp of its own."9 Moreover, small 
sounds could then be transmitted over telephone lines great distances, such 
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